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my grandfather once nearly knocked me down when I said
that Brutus was not the Founder of Democracy; whereas
Mr. Galsworthy, with whom I had many violent arguments,
never came so near physical violence as when I happened
to say., rather carelessly., that Don Quixote put an end to the
chivalric spirit.—But the most convenient way to arrange
the matter with oneself is to say that the Word supplies the
afflatus that sets a spirit traversing the world, but the aspira-
tions of innumerable humanity are needed to supply the
mobility of the Word. Koung-Fou-Tseu or his nearly
contemporary Buddha, or his predecessor Christ or, if you
will, Marx, gathered the wisdom of the world that preceded
them, put the compilation with more or less of inspiration
into literary form, and sent polyglot disciples and missionaries
out into the highways between the hedgerows. The doctrine
then spread swiftly or slowly according as it was expressed
well or indifferently.
The process was always exactly similar whether the method
was Platonic or Aristotelian—for waves of Platonisrn and
Aristotelianism have gone over the world with results
almost as lasting as those of any other cults. So practically
all religions have bases either empirical or anthropomorphic;
and for private consumption one may as well have such a
pattern at the back of the brain, though if one wishes to
lead a quiet life it is as well to conceal that belief. Thus the
early Fathers, Plotinus, the eremites of the Libyan desert,
St. Simeon Stylites, Mr. Galsworthy, Mr. Wells, and the
followers of Karl Marx in general, will deny with vigour—
and take steps as disagreeable as possible to affirm the denial
that literary form is of any assistance to the spreading of
belief. They declare—and in that they are imitated by the
orthodox amongst the Jews—that the essentials of a faith
should be wrapped up in a jargon of theology. The reasons
for that are twofold: If the person of whoever the Redeemer
happens to be should be lucid, attractive, or heroic, the
doctrine of Plutarchism will be strengthened and the
impression conveyed to the world that Great Men of re-
markable talents, either aesthetic or inspirational, are desirable
world features. And then, as was held by the Church of

